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Low-Complexity VLSI Design of Large Integer
Multipliers for Fully Homomorphic Encryption

Jheng-Hao Ye and Ming-Der Shieh , Member, IEEE

Abstract— Large integer multiplication has been widely used
in fully homomorphic encryption (FHE). Implementing feasible
large integer multiplication hardware is thus critical for accel-
erating the FHE evaluation process. In this paper, a novel and
efficient operand reduction scheme is proposed to reduce the area
requirement of radix-r butterfly units. We also extend the single-
port, merged-bank memory structure to the design of number
theoretic transform (NTT) and inverse NTT (INTT) for further
area minimization. In addition, an efficient memory addressing
scheme is developed to support both NTT/INTT and resolving
carries computations. Experimental results reveal that significant
area reductions can be achieved for the targeted 786 432- and
1 179 648-bit NTT-based multipliers designed using the proposed
schemes in comparison with the related works. Moreover, the two
multiplications can be accomplished in 0.196 and 2.21 ms, respec-
tively, based on 90-nm CMOS technology. The low-complexity
feature of the proposed large integer multiplier designs is thus
obtained without sacrificing the time performance.

Index Terms— Fully homomorphic encryption (FHE), large
integer multiplication, number theoretic transform (NTT),
operand reduction, VLSI architecture.

I. INTRODUCTION

FULLY homomorphic encryption (FHE) allows computa-
tions to be carried out directly on ciphertexts for ensuring

data privacy on untrusted servers, thus attracting much atten-
tion for cloud computing applications. Generally, FHE can
be classified into three categories: lattice-based [1], integer-
based [2], and (ring) learning with errors [3]. One of the main
challenges in the development of practical FHE applications is
to mitigate the extremely high-computational complexity and
resource requirements. For example, software implementations
of FHE in high-performance computers [4], [5] still consume
significant computation time, particularly for accomplishing
large integer multiplication which usually involves more than
hundreds of thousands of bits. For lattice-based FHE, 785 006-
bit multiplication is required for the small setting with a lattice
dimension of 2048 [4].

To accelerate FHE operations, various efficient schemes
have been presented in [12]–[17] to tackle large inte-
ger multiplication based on the Schönhage–Strassen algo-
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rithm (SSA) [6]. In the algorithm, the number theoretic trans-
form (NTT) [10] is applied because the asymptotic complexity
of NTT-based multiplication for million-bit applications is
lower than that of existing approaches such as the Karatsuba
algorithm [7] and the Toom–Cook algorithm [8], [9]. Specifi-
cally, Wang et al. [12] described schemes for speeding up the
modular multiplication and addition/subtraction of large num-
bers together with a parameter precomputation strategy, and
then implemented all FHE operations on graphics processor
units for parallel computations. Cao et al. [13] presented a low-
latency hardware architecture for NTT-based multiplication
and a low Hamming weight architecture for the integer-
based FHE with unbalanced bit length of input operands [5],
both implemented in field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs).
Considering the implementations in application-specific inte-
grated circuits (ASICs), Doroz et al. [14], [15] employed
a cache architecture together with customized processing
units to carry out 98 304-point NTT for implementing
a 1 179 648-bit multiplier. Wang et al. [16] employed a
radix-16 butterfly unit (BU) with a memory-based in-place fast
Fourier transform (FFT) architecture to perform 65 536-point
operations over a finite field for fulfilling 786 432-bit multipli-
cation. Recently, Feng and Li [17] proposed to implement NTT
with two moduli along with the Chinese remainder theorem to
enlarge the sample size for million-bit multiplier design, thus
improving transform efficiency.

Compared to pipelined FFT architectures, memory-based
FFT [18], [19] is recognized as a more feasible solution for
low area complexity, especially for large-size FFT. The same
conclusion can also be applied to NTT, which possesses the
same data flow as the traditional FFT but with a different
set of twiddle factors. As a result, memory-based FFT/NTT
solutions are well suited to FHE applications that attempt to
accelerate large integer multiplication by ASIC/FPGA design
with restricted hardware cost. For memory-based FFT/NTT
architecture designs, efficient memory management schemes
are usually demanded to increase the equivalent memory
bandwidth by partitioning the required memory into several
banks. High-radix BUs are commonly applied to reduce the
number of operation stages, thereby increasing the resulting
performance. There are always tradeoffs between hardware
cost and time complexity for a given application specification.

In this paper, a new operand reduction scheme is proposed
to optimize the high-radix BU design for reducing its area
requirement. The basic idea is to combine the partitioned input
data of the BU to decrease the number of operands required in
the summation operation based on the inherent properties of
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Algorithm 1 : Schönhage–Strassen Algorithm (SSA)

NTT. In addition, we extend [18] to the design of large integer
multiplication using single-port, merged-bank (SPMB) mem-
ory for further reducing the memory area of the NTT imple-
mentation. A unified address generator unit (AGU) is also
presented to support NTT/INTT (inverse NTT) and resolve
carries computations. Experimental results show that applying
the proposed schemes to the designs of 786 432- and 1 179 648-
bit multipliers can achieve up to 52.34% and 18.73% area
reductions compared to the related implementations in [16]
and [15], respectively, and the area saving is obtained without
compromising the time performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly reviews the SSA along with NTT and the merged-bank
memory addressing scheme. In Section III, we describe the
proposed operand reduction and memory addressing schemes
for low-complexity large integer multiplier designs. Section IV
shows the detailed hardware implementation. Experimental
results and comparisons are given in Section V. Finally,
Section VI concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION

A. Schönhage–Strassen Algorithm

The SSA [6] is an NTT-based solution for carrying out large
integer multiplication. As shown in the SSA algorithm, let X
and Y represent the u-bit integer multiplicand and multiplier,
respectively, and the two operands are partitioned into M digits
using base B , where M = u/b and B = 2b. Moreover,
zero padding is needed to extend both operands to 2M
digits before performing cyclic convolution. The convolution
is accomplished by doing NTT, point-wise multiplication, and
INTT sequentially. The final result Z is then obtained by
resolving carries on the INTT output according to the base B .

NTT can be viewed as a discrete Fourier transform defined
over finite field Zp [10]. An N-point NTT is defined as

Xk =
N−1∑

n=0

xn(WN )nk mod p (1)

where 0 ≤ k < N −1 and WN is a primitive N th root of unity
in Zp. Similarly, the INTT can be expressed as

xk = N−1
N−1∑

n=0

Xn(WN )−nk mod p. (2)

The prime p should be chosen such that N /2 × (B − 1)2 < p
to avoid data overflow while performing cyclic convolution.
A fast modulo- p operation can be obtained by choosing p as
a special prime such as 264 − 232 + 1 [11]. As stated in [16],
for an N-point NTT of small sizes (N ≤ 64), the value of
WN is simply a power of 2, i.e., 2t with t = 192/N . Thus, a
small-size NTT can be computed by using shift and modular
addition operations rather than modular multiplication, and can
also be treated as a radix-r BU, written as

Xk =
r−1∑

n=0

xn2t ·nk mod 192 mod p. (3)

For large-size NTTs, the result can be obtained by successive
use of even and odd point decompositions such as the well-
known Cooley–Tukey algorithm and the BU unit.

From (3), by taking advantage of 2192 mod p = 1, each
64-bit input of a BU is extended to 192 bits to relax the
hardware required for carrying out the modulo-p operation.
Let z be a 192-bit number. The z modulo-p operation can
then be simplified as

z ≡ 2160a + 2128b + 296c + 264d + 232e + f

≡ (232e+ f )+(232d+a)−(232b + c) − (232a + d) (4)

where a, b, c, d , e, and f are 32-bit numbers. As a result,
only modular additions and subtractions are needed to fulfill
a fast modulo- p operation.

B. Merged-Bank Memory Addressing Scheme

Generally, compared to the multiport memory structures,
single-port memory is preferred due to its area efficiency,
but it might suffer from the limited bandwidth. Partitioning
a single-port memory into multiple banks together with an
efficient memory management scheme is usually adopted to
increase the equivalent bandwidth. In [18], an area-efficient
(AE) algorithm was developed by employing SPMB memory
to further reduce the memory area in existing memory-based
architectures. The basic idea is to divide the merged-bank
memory into two banks, which are read or written according to
certain rules during operations. These rules ensure that when
one of the banks is being read, the other is being written in
every cycle.

For an N-point FFT implemented with a radix-r BU in
the SPMB architecture, let n = [nm−1nm−2, . . . , n1 n0]2.
The input data xn are loaded into memory according to the
following rules:

Memory bank: nm−s−1 ⊕ nm−s−2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ n0

Memory address: [nm−s−1, . . . , n1]2 (5)

where the symbol ⊕ denotes the exclusive-OR operation,
m = log2 N and s = log2r . Thus, there are [nm−1, . . . , nm−s ]2
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Fig. 1. Number of operands for X1 (k = 1) using a radix-r BU.

operands stored at a given address. A butterfly counter (BC)
along with the gray code representation of the index is used
to generate addresses for the BU in order to achieve conflict-
free memory access. From the following equation, the desired
memory bank (BN) and memory address (MA) for each stage
v can be obtained using the right rotation (RR) property, where
^ and �·� stand for the unary reduction exclusive-OR operation
and floor function, respectively:

BN(BC, v) = ^RR(BC, s × v)

MA(BC, v) = �RR(BC, s × v)/2�. (6)

III. PROPOSED LOW-COST MULTIPLICATION DESIGN

A. Operand Reduction Scheme for Butterfly Unit

As can be observed from (3), the summation of the r 192-bit
operands x ′

n s multiplied by the associated twiddle factors for
a radix-r BU can be interpreted as the summation of the left
circular shift of xn by n · k · t (mod 192) bits. For instance,
Fig. 1 illustrates the relationship among the left circular shift
of x ′

n s for computing X1 by a radix-r BU. Given the r
operands (OPs), a direct implementation of the summation
operation using a carry-save adder (CSA) tree will take at least
�log1.5 (r/2)	 levels, which leads to a large area requirement
for large r . The result is then reduced to 64 bits by performing
the 192-bit modulo-p operation.

Since there are 128 bits of zeros in each operand, we can
take advantage of the zero elements by merging compatible
operands to reduce the number of effective operands. This in
turn might reduce the level of the CSA tree. In this paper,
the two operands OPi and OP j are said to be compatible if
the positions of their constituent data points xi and x j do not
overlap, such as OP2 and OPr−1 in Fig. 1, and they can
be combined to yield a new operand. Note that for each Xk ,
0 ≤ k ≤ r − 1, in (3), the set of its corresponding operands
derived from the left circular shift of xn is determined by the
indices n and k.

Given a radix-r BU, this paper explores the inherent features
in the set of operands for each Xk and proposes an efficient
operand reduction algorithm to minimize the number of effec-
tive operands. Moreover, to increase the chance of merging
operands, we extended the concept of compatible operands
to consider the segmented data point xn described below.
Applying the proposed schemes can reduce the number of
operands by at least r /2 in each summation operation of Xk ,
1 ≤ k ≤ r − 1, and retain r reduced-length operands for X0.

As a result, except for the X0 output, the lower bound of the
level of required CSA trees becomes �log1.5(r/4)	, instead of
�log1.5(r/2)	 stated above, for the outputs of a radix-r BU.

Let each NTT input data xn in (3) be partitioned into �64/t	
words, where t = 192/r . Then, xn can be expressed as

xn =
e−1∑

w=0

xn,w2tw (7)

where w denotes the wth word and e = �64/t	. The notation
xn,w represents the wth word of the nth input data xn .
Substituting (7) into (3), we obtain

Xk =
r−1∑

n=0

(
e−1∑

w=0

xn,w2tw

)
× 2t ·nk mod 192 mod p. (8)

The benefit of adopting xn,w as a basic element in the NTT
computation using radix-r BUs is to increase the freedom of
choosing compatible operands, thus leading to an optimized
solution of operand reduction. For example, OP0 and OP1,
consisting of overlapped x0 and x1, respectively, in Fig. 1 are
not compatible, but x0,0 and x1,0 are compatible if we treat
the segmented xn,w as a new operand and assume that the
value of e is large enough to decouple the overlap. Note that
the segmentation of xn and merging of xn,w can be easily
accomplished in hardware design with almost no hardware
overhead. In the following, we show how to carry out the
operation reduction process in a systematic and efficient way.

Since the value of r is basically a power of two for a radix-r
BU, each input data xn,w in (8) will be circularly shifted left
by (n · k + w) · t (mod 192) bits before being accumulated to
form Xk . Let the period of (n ·k +w) · t (mod 192) be defined
as the absolute difference of the two closest values of n that
lead to the same evaluated result for a given k. By carefully
analyzing the period of (n · k + w) · t (mod 192) for different
values of k, we have the following observations. Recall that
each 64-bit xn is partitioned into e words, i.e., xn,w for 0 ≤
w < e, with each word consisting of t bits. There are exactly
r words in a 192-bit operand.

1) Observation I: For a given value of w and assuming
that k is an odd number, the r different input NTT data
xn,w for 0 ≤ n ≤ r − 1 and 0 ≤ w < e, each circularly
shifted left by (n · k + w) · t (mod 192), can be merged
as a new 192-bit operand without overlap.

2) Observation II: For the special case of k = 0, there is
no need to perform left circular shift on the r different
input NTT data xn , 0 ≤ n ≤ r − 1, and all of the r data
overlap and are located at the 64 least significant bits.

3) Observation III: Assuming that k is an even number and
k 
= 0, the period of (n ·k +w) · t (mod 192) depends on
the largest power of 2 that divides k because 2t ·r mod
192 = 1.

According to Observation I, it can be deduced that there are
e new 192-bit operands for each odd NTT output because
each 64-bit input data xn consists of e words. By Observation
II, the value of X0 can be obtained by summing up the r
64-bit input data x ′

n s. Moreover, since the length of X0 is less
than 96 bits, the r 64-bit input data are extended to 96 bits
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instead of 192 bits to reduce the area cost. As for the remaining
even numbers of k, the manipulation depends on the largest
power of 2 that divides k, as described in Observation III. The
desired power of 2 can be computed by finding a value of i
such that gcd(k, 2i+1) = 2i , where the symbol gcd stands
for the greatest common divisor and 1 ≤ i < log2r . This
value implies that the period of (n · k + w) · t (mod 192)
is r /2i , and that there are 2i different input data x ′

n,w s that
have the same w value and are circularly shifted by the same
amount.

Taking into account the observations above, the index k of
the NTT output (Xk) of a BU is reformulated as k = (ε ×
(2τ + 1)) for 1 ≤ k ≤ r − 1, excluding the special case of
k = 0. The symbol ε = 2i , 1 ≤ i < log2r , is applied to
deal with even numbers of k, and ε = 1, i.e., i = 0, is used to
denote odd numbers δ = (2τ +1) for 0 ≤ τ < r /2. Therefore,
we can rewrite (8) as

Xε·δ =
r−1∑

n=0

e−1∑

w=0

xn,w × 2t ·(n·ε·δ+w) mod 192 mod p. (9)

For odd NTT outputs of a BU, i.e., k = δ and ε = 1, the results
can be obtained by

Xδ =
e−1∑

w=0

(
r−1∑

n=0

xn,w × 2t ·(n·δ+w) mod 192

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
192−bit O P

mod p. (10)

Following the discussion of the special case of k = 0 above,
the value of X0 can be computed by substituting k = 0 into
(8) and considering the zero extension, expressed as follows:

X0 =
r−1∑

n=0

⎛

⎝
r
2 −1∑

w=0

xn,w × 2t ·w mod 96

⎞

⎠

︸ ︷︷ ︸
96−bit O P

mod p. (11)

From (11), there are r 96-bit operands required for computing
X0. As stated in [16], for a 96-bit number z, the z modulo-p
operation can be simplified as

z ≡ 264d + 232e + f

≡ (232e + f ) + 232d − d (12)

where d , e, and f are all 32-bit numbers.
In contrast to the case of odd outputs of a BU, which can

result in very compact merged operands, we need to adopt
some strategies to systematically and efficiently handle the
cases of nonzero, even numbers of k. Given that the period
of (n · k + w) · t (mod 192) is r /2i , and there are (log2r) − 1
possible values of i , the strategies we employ to reduce the
number of operands for a given i are elaborated below.

First, we can deduce that there are r /2i+1 candidates that
satisfy the constraint gcd(k, 2i+1) = 2i , and that the step size
of a left circular shift is 2i ·t bits for two consecutive input data
xn and xn+1. This implies that the step size can accommodate
2i words of input data. The main ideas and strategies we use
for operand reduction are summarized as follows.

1) Since the period of (n · k + w) · t (mod 192) is r /2i , we
only focus on handling the input data xn for 0 ≤ n ≤
(r /2i )−1. The remaining x ′

n s are processed in the same
manner according to the period. That is, the process will
be repeated 2i times, including the first one for 0 ≤ n ≤
(r /2i ) − 1, to obtain all the merged operands.

2) The 2i consecutive words of each input data are treated
as a group to construct the operand. If the number of
words in each input data is less than 2i , zero padding is
used to fill out the extended words.

3) The first 2i consecutive words xn,w, 0 ≤ w ≤ 2i − 1 of
input data xn , 0 ≤ n ≤ (r/2i ) − 1, are picked to con-
struct the first operand according to the corresponding
weights of words.

4) This process is repeated for the following 2i consecutive
words to obtain the next operand until no more words
are left for further processing.

5) The remaining x ′
n s are manipulated in the same manner

according to the period for completing the operand
reduction process.

Therefore, the value of Xk , where k is an even number
and k 
= 0, can be computed according to (13), shown at
the bottom of the next page, where the indices α and λ
are employed for fulfilling the operations stated in 3), β for
carrying out 4), and j for accomplishing 5). The details of
the proposed operand reduction algorithm are described in
the ORBU algorithm. Moreover, since the number of odd
numbers is r /2 and the number of even numbers, excluding
X0, is determined by r /2i+1 for a given i , a unified expression
r /(2 ×ε) is adopted in the algorithm. According to the ORBU
algorithm, we can obtain that the numbers of merged operands
for an odd NTT output and a nonzero, even number NTT
output for a given i are e and 2i× �e/2i	, respectively.

For example, consider a radix-16 BU design. Each 64-bit
input data is first partitioned into six words (e = 6), each
consisting of 12 bits (t = 12). The number of merged operands
required for the odd output X1 can be obtained by (10) with
δ = 1, as shown in Fig. 2. There are in total six operands, each
comprising 16 different input data xn,w, 0 ≤ n ≤ 15, with the
same word index w, 0 ≤ w ≤ 5. The number of 192-bit
operands is reduced from 16 to 6 for the output X1 by using
the proposed operand reduction method. For the even output
X2, Fig. 3 illustrates the merged result obtained by (13) with
δ = 1 and i = 1. There are two groups, each consisting of
three merged operands. The first group ( j = 0) contains OP0,
OP1, and OP2; the second group ( j = 1) includes OP3, OP4,
and OP5. Each new 192-bit operand is composed of 16 words
which are contributed from eight different input data, each
providing two consecutive words. In this case, the number
of 192-bit operands is also reduced from 16 to 6. Regarding
the special case of X0, Fig. 4 shows the resulting 16 96-bit
operands according to (11). The operands are actually the
aligned input data. In other words, each operand is derived
from the six consecutive words of an input data. Since a new
96-bit operand consists of eight words, the leading two words
are assigned as zeros.
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Algorithm 2 : Operand Reduction for Butterfly Units (ORBU)

B. Efficient Memory Addressing

Generally, the single-port memory structure is pre-
ferred over the multiport memory for its area efficiency.
Luo et al. [18] described how to derive SPMB memory
structures to reduce the area requirement while retaining the
desired bandwidth of the original multiport memory structure

Fig. 2. Number of operands for output X1 after reduction (r = 16, t = 12,
e = 6, δ = 1, and ε = 1).

Fig. 3. Number of operands for output X2 after reduction (r = 16, t = 12,
e = 6, δ = 1, ε = 2, and i = 1).

Fig. 4. Number of operands for output X0 after reduction (r = 16, t = 12,
and e = 6).

for FFT computation. An additional benefit is that only one
AGU is needed to access the SPMB memory for a radix-r
BU. Because the data flow of NTT is the same as that of the
conventional FFT but with a different set of twiddle factors
defined over the finite field, we can adopt the SPMB memory
structure and extend the associated addressing algorithm (the
AE algorithm) in [18] to implement an area-efficient memory-
based NTT/INTT. For seamless data transfer among the NTT,
INTT, and resolving carries computations, different memory
addressing algorithms are required for the three computations

X2i ·δ =
2i −1∑

j=0

r
2i −1∑

λ=0

⌈
e
2i

⌉
−1

∑

β=0

2i −1∑

α=0

x( j ·(r/2i)+λ),(2i ·β+α) × 2t ·(λ·2i ·δ+(2i ·β+α)) mod 192 mod p

=
2i −1∑

j=0

⌈
e
2i

⌉
−1

∑

β=0

⎛
⎜⎝

r
2i −1∑

λ=0

2i−1∑

α=0

x( j ·(r/2i)+λ),(2i ·β+α) × 2t ·(λ·2i ·δ+(2i ·β+α)) mod 192

⎞
⎟⎠

︸ ︷︷ ︸
192−bit OP

mod p (13)
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to access the shared SPMB memory. This paper focuses
on deriving efficient memory addressing schemes based on
prescheduled data flows for further reducing the hardware
requirement. Note that the conventional IFFT can be obtained
by performing an additional complex conjugate operation on
the input data and then reusing the FFT hardware to get the
result.

First, since the indices of NTT outputs are arranged in bit-
reversed order, additional bit-reversed functions are performed
on the output values of BN and MA in (6) for the following
INTT computation expressed as:

BN(BC, v) = ^BR(RR(BC, s × v))

MA(BC, v) = �BR(RR(BC, s × v))/2� (14)

where the function BR(A) is used to convert the variable A
to its bit-reversed representation according to the radix r .
Moreover, as shown in the SSA algorithm, resolving car-
ries computation is carried out after INTT computation, and
the continuous INTT output data are read from memory in
steps 6−9. For NTT/ INTT computation with a radix-r BU,
r INTT output data can be read from memory concurrently
for resolving carries computation. In this paper, the memory
addressing algorithm for resolving carries is developed accord-
ing to the BC of NTT, thus leading to a unified design of the
AGU to save the required hardware resources.

Given the address of the NTT input data xn according to (5),
the corresponding output data point after INTT computation
at the address becomes

n = [ns−1, . . . , n0, nm−s−1, . . . , ns , nm−1, . . . , nm−s ]2 (15)

where m = log2 N and s = log2r . Thus, the [ns−1, . . . , n0]2
operands stored at the given address are the r continuous
INTT output data. Using the SPMB, the desired memory bank
number for an INTT output xn is achieved by carrying out
a unary reduction exclusive-OR operation of [nm−s−1, . . . , ns ,
nm−1, . . . , nm−s ]2, denoted by A, in (15). In addition, the cor-
responding MA for the INTT output xn is obtained by
performing a right shift of A by one bit. After completing
the INTT computation, each address of a bank contains r
consecutive INTT output data. The continuous INTT output
data, i.e., x0–xN−1, are read from memory by generating a
sequence of consecutive multiples of r, ranging from 0 to
N − r . Each element of the sequence is rearranged according
to (15) so that the corresponding memory bank and address
can then be obtained.

Let g = N /r2 and partition the N output data of INTT
into g groups, each consisting of r2 data. Compared with
the BC of NTT/INTT, the group counter i of the BC in
resolving carries is performed without doing the gray code
transformation. The BC value in resolving carries is computed
using the two indices i and j . The group index i is used for
indicating which group is chosen, and the data index j is used
for identifying the r INTT output data in the group to be read
from memory. The memory addressing algorithm proposed
for resolving carries is shown in the SPMB_RC algorithm,
in which BC is obtained as

BC = j × g + i (16)

Algorithm 3 : SPMB_RC

for j = 0, 1, . . . , r − 1, and i = 0, 1, . . . , g − 1. Note that BC
is equal to A = [nm−s−1, . . . , ns , nm−1, . . . , nm−s ]2 when N
is less than r4. For N ≥ r4, BC is equal to A after performing
a right circular shift on it by s × (d − 3) bits. Each group gi

contains r2 continuous INTT output data, defined as

gi : x0+i×r2 , x1+i×r2 , . . . , x(r2−1)+i×r2 . (17)

Therefore, processing the INTT output data starting from the
first group to the final group can resolve carries from the first
data x0 to the final data xN−1 in increasing order.

For example, Fig. 5 shows the memory contents of 16-point
NTT and INTT assuming r = 2. The NTT input data arranged
using (5) and INTT output data derived using (15) in the two-
bank memory structure are depicted in Figs. 5(a) and (b),
respectively. Considering the NTT computation illustrated
in Fig. 5(c), the data stored at the same address from stages
0 to 3 are obtained as follows: n = [n3 n2 n1 n0]2 → n =
[n2 n3 n1 n0]2 → n = [n2 n1 n3 n0]2 → n = [n2 n1 n0 n3]2.
Since the NTT outputs are in a bit-reversed order representa-
tion, the data index becomes n = [n3 n0 n1 n2]2. The data
with index n = [n3 n0 n1 n2]2 are then used as the inputs of
INTT computation because the index remains the same after
performing the point-wise multiplication (step 3 in the SSA
algorithm). For the INTT computation shown in Fig. 5(d),
the data indices in the four stages can be derived in the same
manner, i.e., n = [n3 n0 n1 n2]2 → n = [n0 n3 n1 n2]2 →
n = [n0 n1 n3 n2]2 → n = [n0 n1 n2 n3]2. After the final stage
[stage 3 in Fig. 5(d)], an additional data relocation operation
which transposes a group of data [18] is performed on the
bit-reversed data indices so that the two consecutive INTT
output data are stored at the same bank address, as depicted
in Fig. 5(b). Therefore, the transformed sequences can be
represented as n = [n3 n2 n1 n0]2 → n = [n0 n1 n2 n3]2 →
n = [n3 n1 n2 n0]2.

From (17), there are four groups, each consisting of four
INTT output data. Specifically, we have g1 = {(x0, x1),
(x2, x3)}, g2 = {(x4, x5), (x6, x7)}, g3 = {(x8, x9), (x10,
x11)}, and g4 = {(x12, x13), (x14, x15)}. Since the number of
stages d = 4, the BC computed in step 6 of the SPMB_RC
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Fig. 5. Memory contents assuming N = 16 and r = 2 for (a) NTT input
data, (b) INTT output data, (c) NTT computation, and (d) INTT computation.

Fig. 6. BN and MA for resolving carries, assuming N = 16 and r = 2.

algorithm will be right rotated one more bit (v = 1 in step 8
given s = 1) to generate the sequence 0, 2, 4, 6, 1, 3, 5, 7.
The corresponding BN and MA are then obtained, as shown
in Fig. 6. Therefore, the INTT output data are continuously
read from memory, starting from the first group to the final
group.

IV. ARCHITECTURE AND HARDWARE DESIGN

Fig. 7 depicts the proposed large integer multiplication
architecture, which consists of two NTT units, a resolve carries
unit, an AGU, a controller unit, and several memory units.
An NTT unit comprises one radix-r BU, r 64-bit modular
multipliers (MulMod), one radix-r switcher, and one buffer.
Each of the two NTT units accesses data from two single-port
SRAM banks. The ROMs are used to store the associated
twiddle factors, i.e., the powers of the primitive N th root of
unity in Zp, for NTT/INTT computations.

The following summarizes the operations of the pro-
posed NTT-based multiplication architecture. The NTT1 and
NTT2 units are employed to carry out NTT computations of
the two input operands at the same time. In addition, we reuse
the NTT1 unit to perform INTT computation of the result of
point-wise multiplication. Each NTT input data has 64 bits
and the radix-r BU is employed to process r input data. The
data are packed using the proposed operand reduction schemes

Fig. 7. Proposed large integer multiplication architecture.

Fig. 8. Radix-16 BU designs for (a) 16, (b) 6, and (c) 8 OPs.

and then processed based on 192-bit operations in the BU.
The MulMod unit is basically a 64-bit modular multiplier,
in which a few modular additions and subtractions [16] are
employed to fulfill the multiplication of the BU output data
and a chosen 64-bit value. The chosen value can be a twiddle
factor from ROMs, a constant value of 1, a BU output data of
the NTT2 unit for performing point-wise multiplication, or the
inverse value N−1 for INTT computation, depending on the
current operational status.

The radix-r switcher [18] is employed to perform the tem-
poral data relocation for NTT/INTT computations. Moreover,
to reduce the critical path delay in NTT units, the BU unit
is implemented in a five-stage pipelined structure, and the
MulMod unit has four pipelined stages. The buffer is used
to store and reschedule NTT/INTT output data for achieving
conflict-free memory access. The resolve carries unit [16],
implemented with carry lookahead addition, is adopted to
handle the carries with the INTT output data and obtain r
digits of the multiplication result at a time. Note that each digit
of the multiplication result contains b bits for base B = 2b.

Assuming r = 16, the detailed radix-16 BU design is
shown in Fig. 8. As mentioned in Section III-A, the out-
puts of a BU adopt different merging strategies for operand
reduction according to (10), (11), and (13). Specifically,
the output X0 requires 96-bit Wallace tree addition of 16
operands [see Fig. 8(a)], the eight odd-indexed outputs and
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Fig. 9. Block diagram of the AGU design.

Fig. 10. Design of BC for N = 65536 and r = 16.

four even-indexed outputs, i.e., X2, X6, X10, and X14, take
192-bit Wallace tree addition of six operands [see Fig. 8(b)],
and the remaining three even-indexed outputs, i.e., X4, X8,
and X12, demand 192-bit Wallace tree addition of eight
operands [see Fig. 8(c)]. The CSAs and pipeline registers,
i.e., the black rectangles, are used to reduce the critical
path delay of carrying out multioperand addition. The carry
propagation adder is employed to convert the carry-save form
to its corresponding binary representation. Finally, the modular
reduction circuit is used to fulfill a modulo-p operation
according to (4) or (12). Note that X0 takes a less number of
modular additions in the modulo-p operation than the other
NTT outputs.

As stated in Section III-B, the AGU in [18] is modified to
support both NTT/INTT and resolving carries computations,
as shown in Fig. 9. The controlling signal CtrlAG1 is used
to determine the value of the circular right shift of BC;
this is done by selecting either the stage counter value or a
constant value. The other controlling signal CtrlAG2 is
employed to indicate whether or not a bit-reversed operation is
needed. There are three operation modes in the unified AGU
design, each corresponding to a distinct addressing sequence:
1) CtrlAG1 = 0 and CtrlAG2 = 0 for NTT computation,
2) CtrlAG1 = 0 and CtrlAG2 = 1 for INTT computation,
and 3) CtrlAG1 = 1 and CtrlAG2 = 0 for resolving carries
computation. Finally, assuming N = 65 536 and r = 16,
Fig. 10 depicts the hardware implementation of the 12-bit BC
for the AGU, i.e., BC = {b3, b2, b1, b0, b11, (b11 ⊕ b10),
(b10 ⊕ b9), (b9 ⊕ b8), (b8 ⊕ b7), (b7 ⊕ b6), (b6 ⊕ b5),
(b5 ⊕ b4)}2 for NTT/INTT computation with CtrlAG1 = 0,
and BC = {b3, b2, b1, b0, b11, b10, b9, b8, b7, b6, b5, b4}2 for
resolving carries computation with CtrlAG1 = 1. The constant
value required for resolving carries computation in the AGU
is calculated at steps 7 and 8 of the SPMB_RC algorithm.

TABLE I

NUMBER OF OPERANDS FOR VARIOUS BU DESIGNS

V. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

The proposed operand reduction and memory addressing
schemes together with the required building blocks for fulfill-
ing the NTT-based multiplication have been coded in Verilog
hardware description language and synthesized using Synop-
sys Design-Compiler based on TSMC 90-nm technology. The
desired single-port SRAMs were generated by the Artisan
compiler. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
schemes, we have implemented two large integer multipliers
for a fair comparison with related works. The first design
was to implement 786 432-bit multiplication using a 65 536-
point NTT with a radix-16 BU. Since the maximum size of
single-port memory is 4096 × 128 bits by Artisan compiler,
each of the NTT units in Fig. 7 requires 16 single-port
2048 × 128 SRAMs. In addition, two ROMs of 4096 × 64
bits and 14 ROMs of 4096 × 128 bits are required for storing
the twiddle factors of NTT and INTT. For the second design, a
1 179 648-bit multiplier was implemented with a 262 144-point
NTT and a radix-8 BU. Each of NTT units requires 32 single-
port 4096 × 128 SRAMs. Moreover, 16 ROMs of 4096 × 64
bits and 48 ROMs of 4096 × 128 bits were employed to store
the twiddle factors of NTT and INTT.

The developed multiplier requires (1 + N /2r) cycles for
loading input data to SRAMs, 2× logr N stages of NTT/INTT
computations with (N /r+3r) cycles per stage, and (N /r+LRC)
cycles for resolving carries computation, where LRC denotes
the latency of resolving carries. Note that LRC = 2 and 7 for
786 432- and 1 179 648-bit multiplications, respectively. The
synthesis results show that the proposed 786 432-bit multiplier
design has a gate count of 9.8M and can accomplish the
required operations in 0.196 ms at a clock rate of 200 MHz.
For the 1 179 648-bit multiplier design, it contains a gate count
of 21.7M and can complete the same operations in 2.21 ms.

Table I compiles the number of merged operands for various
radix-r BU designs. Recall that for a radix-r BU, r 96-bit
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TABLE II

AREA REQUIREMENTS OF VARIOUS BU IMPLEMENTATIONS

TABLE III

AREA REQUIREMENTS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS OF DIFFERENT

MULTIPLIER IMPLEMENTATIONS

operands are required for X0 output, e 192-bit operands for
each odd output, and 2i × �e/2i	 192-bit operands for each
of the remaining even outputs. Moreover, the maximum and
minimum numbers of merged operands for even outputs in
a radix-r BU are r /2 and e, respectively. Compared to the
direct implementation of (3), the proposed radix-r BU design
can reduce the number of 192-bit operands by at least r /2 for
each Xk output, excluding X0.

Table II lists the area requirements for the proposed radix-
16 and radix-8 BU designs. A direct implementation of (3)
takes 224 192-bit CSAs and 48 192-bit CSAs for the radix-
16 and radix-8 BUs, respectively. The proposed radix-16 BU
requires only 66 192-bit CSAs and 14 96-bit CSAs, while the
radix-8 BU needs merely 10 192-bit CSAs and 6 96-bit CSAs.
Compared to Wang et al.’s solution [16], the proposed radix-
16 BU design reveals a 52.2% area reduction in terms of gate
count, which is due to the use of fewer CSAs in the proposed
radix-16 BU designs.

The area requirements and performance evaluations for
various multiplier implementations are shown in Table III.
In terms of area × time (AT) complexity, the developed
multiplier outperforms related works. By reducing the number
of CSAs as well as the number of operands required in the BU
and using SPMB memory, this paper can achieve a 52.43%
area reduction in comparison with the design using dual-port
memory [16]. In addition, the proposed design can take even
less computation time to complete the multiplication than
the related works because fewer cycles are needed to load
input data to SRAMs. Moreover, the design in [17] demands

three multiport memories for NTT and INTT computations.
Doroz et al. [15] employed the well-known Cooley–Tukey
algorithm to decompose a 98 304-point NTT into a set of
recursively related 12-point NTTs, and presented a multiport
cache architecture for the multiplier design. Compared to the
million-bit multiplier designs in [17] and [15], the proposed
design can achieve up to 18.73% area reduction because
of the employed operand reduction schemes, high-radix BU
design, and SPMB memory structure. Experimental results
have demonstrated that the proposed schemes are systematic
and efficient for the design of low-complexity large integer
multipliers, a very critical operation in FHE applications.

Compared to the lattice-based FHE scheme, the encryption
step of integer-based FHE can be optimized by using a
multiplier with uneven-sized operands [13], [20]. Since the
bit length of the multiplier bi is less than 2556 (see [20,
Table 1]) and a Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA is selected as the
targeted platform, the Comba multiplier [21] is chosen because
it is very suitable for the implementation using DSP slices
and the time schedule for partial product accumulation can
relax the burden of storing intermediate results compared
to the Karatsuba multiplier [7]. According to the regular
data flow of Comba multipliers, the number of clock cycles
required for completing one multiplication with different sizes
can be easily deduced from the information listed in [20,
Table 3], including the size of target multiplier and the required
DSP slices, and the number of multiplications required in
encryption. Thus, without loss of generality, we used the infor-
mation of 1476 × 830 000 Comba multiplier [20], the design
for “small” security level of integer-based FHE, as a basis
for comparisons. We extended the results to estimate the
number of clock cycles required to complete 786 432×786 432
and 1 179 648 × 1 179 648 multiplications, respectively, using
the Comba scheduling method. Note that the homomorphic
multiplication performed on ciphertexts for integer-based FHE
still require large integer multipliers with even-sized operands,
and the bit length of ciphertexts is determined by the desired
security level.

Moreover, the hardware requirement of the target multiplier
of 1488 × 1488 bits can be computed based on the hardware
architecture shown in [20, Fig. 1] if it is to be implemented in
the ASIC design, instead of DSP slices in the selected FPGA.
According to TSMC 90-nm CMOS technology and assuming
that the target multiplier is operated at 500 MHz (the clock rate
assumed in [20]), the estimated area requirement of the target
multiplier is around 0.6M gates from the synthesis report.
Experimental results of performing 786 432-bit and 1 179 648-
bit multiplications reveal that the proposed multiplier designs
can achieve a much better AT-complexity than those imple-
mented using Comba multiplication. Note that the asymptotic
complexity of Comba multiplication is still O(n2), while that
of NTT-based multiplication is O(n · logn · loglogn) assuming
that the multiplication is performed on two n-bit operands.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explored feasible solutions for achieving
low-complexity NTT-based multiplication of large integers for
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FHE, focusing on the hardware implementation. First, we have
proposed a systematic way of reducing the number of operands
required for carrying out the radix-r butterfly computation,
a basic operation in FFT/NTT applications. Techniques for
effectively handling the memory resources and solving the
memory access conflicts have also been presented for further
area reduction. Applying the proposed schemes to the targeted
786 432-bit and 1 179 648-bit NTT-based multiplier designs
can provide a significant area improvement in comparison
with related works without compromising the time perfor-
mance. Our development has thus provided a more suitable
solution than related works for applications such as FHE,
which demands low-complexity and high-speed large integer
multiplication.
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